BUZZLOCKER

BuzzLocker: Rentable Storage Solutions

Smart and secure storage
solutions, built for sharing.
The BuzzLocker is a cutting edge storage solution that combines
James Tobias’ high quality and bespoke storage with Becode’s
innovative security systems.
The BuzzLocker, programmed for rentable storage, is designed for environments where secure
storage is offered to customers for a fee. It is best suited for situations where a user may need to
store items or luggage for a short period of time (however the length of time a user can access
the locker for is dependent entirely on how long they want to), such as at transport stations,
hotels, hostels and more. The BuzzLocker is also a great way for monetising your storage and
earning you money by utilising your unused space. We even offer a number of financing options
to make using the BuzzLocker in this way as simple and affordable as possible.
The self-managing TANmode system utilises QR technology to allow users to choose their
BuzzLocker, how long they need to use it and pay for it via PayPal, credit card or phone bill.
Users only need to register once and can manage their account simply online. An operator
can also manage the BuzzLocker system online to keep track of usage, billing and refunds of
excess rental fees. Because it is hosted in the cloud and operated entirely offline, data cannot
be manipulated via the internet, maximising both ease of access and security.

Bespoke

Offline operation

We can build a complete
solution, from the technology
to the style of locker through
to the unique finish, tailoring
every element to your
specific needs.

Operating offline with all data
hosted securely in the cloud
makes the BuzzLocker immune
to hacking and manipulation.

Wireless

Simple to use

No hassle installation as the
BuzzLocker is completely
wireless, removing the need
for a complicated IT system
behind it to work.

The BuzzLocker is simple
for both you and your users.
Keyless operation through
a unique code and keypad
interface removes the need to
monitor and replace lost keys.

Long life battery

TANmode technology

A powerful battery provides
over 10,000 hours of constant
use and allows you to place
your BuzzLockers wherever
you wish, free from the need
of an electricity source.

Innovative technology cuts
out the middle man through
automatic key code generation
and distribution to the end user,
meaning you don’t have to.

Reporting

HOW IT WORKS

Quick access reports
allow you to monitor
use of your BuzzLockers.

A USER SCANS A QR CODE ON THE BUZZLOCKER THEY
WISH TO USE

Securely stored data
The TANmode technology
stores all user data safely in
the cloud so you don’t have to
and allows users to use your
BuzzLockers again and again
without re-registering.

Multiple applications
The BuzzLocker is a versatile
solution with the ability to be
used for multiple purposes and
in numerous environments.

THEY SELECT HOW LONG THEY REQUIRE ACCESS TO THE LOCKER,
THEN PAY SECURELY VIA PAYPAL, CREDIT CARD OR PHONE BILL

THE USER RECEIVES AN ACCESS CODE DIRECT TO THEIR DEVICE AND
CAN MANAGE THEIR ACCOUNT AND BUZZLOCKER RENTAL ONLINE

ADMIN CAN MONITOR BUZZLOCKER USAGE AND BILLING ONLINE

The Lockers Themselves
Our locker solutions are practical and functional, but they’re also
‘stand out’ in terms of quality and style. The BuzzLocker can be built
bespoke for your space around your specific requirements so you
can choose from any of our locker styles with infinite opportunities
to tailor the finish.
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